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are good and the photographs are an attractive feature. Members of the ACA should
be delighted with this special issue, authors should be pleased with the quality of the
publication in which their essays appear, archives and library professions should
welcome a contribution to the sparse joint literature, and friends and admirers of Dr.
Lamb will be pleased at a tribute to his remarkable career.
In regard to contents critics can point out that there is little on archives/library
relations - a n d we know that was not for lack of trying - and also that the concept
of heritage is rather weak although one can rationalize that the two sections with the
bibliography reveal it as a continuous thread in Kaye Lamb's career.

I a m sure that Dr. Lamb will be very pleased with the ultimate product of the
ACA's proposal for a suitable tribute to him.
W.I. Smith
Dominion Archivist

The National Librarian on Archivaria 15
Thank you for your letter of July 7th and for the issues of Archivaria and offprints
which I just received.
I am delighted with the result of our collective efforts, and I trust that Dr. Lamb
will also be pleased with it. I had read most of the text beforehand and I must say that
their presentation is of very good quality indeed. I a m grateful to you and to Dr.
Smith for having made it possible for me to participate in this tribute to my
predecessor who has done so much to promote the development of archives and
libraries in this country.
Guy Sylvestre
National Librarian

Archivaria 15 Praised
It was a most pleasant surprise to open your package early this week and find the
complimentary copies and reprints of your dedication issue of Archivaria honoring Dr. W. Kaye Lamb.

I a m very pleased with the publication and I a m sure that the contributors -and
will be delighted. You have produced an excellent volume, carefully
Dr. Lamb
edited and pleasingly formatted. I must say too that the quality of the contributed
articles and their content should be well received by the professionals and their users
in both the archival and the library communities.
-

We waited a long time for this presentation. There is a satisfying note of fulfilment
in the realization that the young journal of the Association of Canadian Archivists
had the honour of the final work of achievement. Dr. Lamb would like that - and I
a m sure all of us in the library community willjoin in a consensus of congratulations,

